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Abstract

We will present different approaches to analyze the specular grazing incidence X-ray reflectivity(GIXR) data to characterize
ultra-thin films. The analysis of the GIXR data yields structural parameters such as surface and interfacial roughness, density
profiles and total thickness of the film and its individual layers if the film consists of many layers. We shall describe three
schemes here(1) a model dependent method based on dynamical scattering, which is generally known as recursive formalism,
(2) a model independent method based on distorted wave Born approximation and(3) an inversion technique based on Born
approximation. We will point out the problem of the non-uniqueness of the solutions, which are generally encountered in analyzing
the X-ray reflectivity data based on the recursive formalism when the experimental data are fitted using non-linear least square
fitting technique to obtain the fit parameters. We will demonstrate the above formalisms on few systems as case studies. We will
also show how to converge to a realistic solution combining the above mentioned formalisms.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Structural characterization of ultra-thin films and mul-
ti-layers is technologically very important. Characteri-
zations of these films are necessary to design the films
with required physical properties. Grazing incidence X-
ray reflectivity (GIXR) technique is becoming popular
for structural characterization of ultra-thin inorganic and
organic films. This is a non-destructive tool for structural
characterization of ultra-thin films and multi-layer struc-
tures. In GIXR technique, the X-ray beam is incident
on the sample at a grazing angle and the interfered
reflected beam is collected by an X-ray counter. The
interference occurs due to the presence of interfaces in
the sample. The interference periods depend on the
thickness of the layers and the amplitude of the inter-
ference oscillations depends on the contrast of the
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electron density between the layers and the interfacial
roughness. Thus, the GIXR data contain structural infor-
mation of the film such as thickness, densities and
roughness of the film and its individual layers.

Various analysis schemes for X-ray reflectivity data
are existing now but depending on the system to be
studied one has to choose from the available schemes
the one that can generate truthfully the parameters
having real physical values and simultaneously generates
the experimental reflectivity data accurately. There are
now mainly three schemes to analyze the X-ray reflec-
tivity for ultra-thin films and they are(1) a model-
dependent scheme based on dynamical multiple
scattering leading to a recursive formulaw1–4x, (2)
model-independent method based on distorted wave
Born approximation(DWBA) w5–9x and (3) a Fourier
inversion technique based on Born approximation(BA)
w10,11x. As a case study, we will demonstrate the above
three formalisms on two ultra-thin film systems:(1) an
ultra-thin film of TiN grown by chemical vapour depo-
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sition (CVD) technique and(2) an oxynitride ultra-thin
film.

2. Analysis schemes for specular X-ray reflectivity

2.1. Recursive formalism

To analyze the X-ray reflectivity data, one generally
uses a recursive formalism similar to Parratt’s formalism
w1x or the matrix methodw2–4x to obtain the structural
parameters of the film such as the thickness, the inter-
facial roughness and the electron density of the layers.
In the above formalism the total film is considered to
be consisting ofnq1 layers and the X-ray reflectivity
as a function of scattering wave vectork (ks2pyl) is
expressed by a recursive formula:

r9 qr9 exp 2id kŽ .ny1,n n,nq1 n n
r (k)s (1)ny1,n 1qr9 r9 exp 2id kŽ .ny1,n n,nq1 n n

where r9 is Fresnel reflectance coefficient for theny1,n

interface of layern and layer ny1 and is equal to
(k yk )y(k qk ). The labelnq1 is for the sub-ny1 n ny1 n

strate andns0 is the label for the air.k is the scatteringn

wave vector in thenth layer andk s(k yk ) where2 2 1y2
n 0 c,n

k s(2pyl)sinu and k s(2pyl)sinu , u and u0 c,n c,n c,n

are the angle of incidence and critical angle for the total
external reflection, respectively. Electron density of the
layer is related tou (;l(r r yp) ), wherel is the1y2

c,n e e

incident wavelength of the X-ray beam,r is the electrone

density of the film and is related to mass density of the
film w12x and r is the electron radius(2.8=10 A).y5

e
˚

For specular reflectivity the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection. The reflectance coefficient
obtained at the detector isr . r is used to calculate0,1 ny1,n

the reflectance for the layer above the substrate and
recursively one can obtainr . To take into account the0,1

interfacial roughness, one has to multiply each of the
reflectance coefficients by exp(y2k s ) w13x, where2 2

n n

s is the interfacial roughness of thenth interface. Wen

use the above expression Eq.(1) to fit the reflectivity
data. In the recursive formalism one has to use a user-
defined model for the structure of the film across its
depth, which consists of a number of layers(boxes)
describing the film. By fitting the reflectivity data using
Eq. (1) one obtains the thicknessd , electron densityn

(obtained fromk ) and interfacial roughness(s ) asc,n n

the fit parameters.

2.2. Distorted wave Born approximation formalism

This is a model independent scheme based on DWBA.
This scheme works well for only ultra-thin films for
thickness-400 A having small variation in the density˚
of the film across its depth. In this scheme the film is

considered to be composed of number of thin virtual
slices or boxes of electron densityr of the ith sliceyi

box. If one can evaluate the density of each box, then
one obtains the density profile of the film as a function
of depth. The reflectivity of the film using DWBA
formalism is expressed asw5–9x:

22prŽ .e
U2 f 2 fR(k)s ir (k)q a (k)Dr q qb (k)Dr qŽ Ž . Ž ..0 z z) )k
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The first term in Eq.(2) containing r (k) is the0

specular reflectance coefficient of the film with an
average electron density(AED) of r . The second term0

in Eq. (2) is for the small fluctuation of the electron
densityDr(z) over r across the film wherea(k) and0

b(k) are the transmission and reflection coefficient in
the film, respectively, andr is the electron radius.q se z

2k s4(pyl)sinu, q ws(q yq ) x is the wave vectorf 2 f 1y2
z z z c

in the film, the subscriptc indicates the critical value
of the wave vector having a critical angle(u ) up toc

which the total external reflection occurs and the super-
script f indicates the value of the wave vector in the
film. The Dr(q ) is the Fourier transform of variationf

z

of electron densityDr(z)sr(z)yr , where z is the0

depth of the film and is expressed as

`
ff iqzDr q s Dr(z)e dz (3)Ž .z |

y`

andDr(q ) can be written in summation form in termsf
z

of Dr (sr yr ) of thicknessd of the ith box asi i 0

w jsNBi ff iq jy1 d( )zDr q s Dr yDr e qDrCŽ . Ž .z j jy1 1x 8fq Dz y js2

zE
fiq NdzyDr e (4)FN |
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where N is the total number of boxes used in the
calculation. By selecting the appropriate number of
boxes andr of the film, we fit Eq.(2) with Dr as the0 i

fit parameters after convoluting the data with Gaussian
instrumental resolution function. The initial value of
Dr s is set equal to zero for the fitting.i

2.3. Iterative scheme using Born approximation
formalism

If we consider scattering wave vector greater than the
critical value q , i.e. angle greater thanu the criticalc c

angle for total external reflection, then the X-ray reflec-
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Fig. 1. Specular X-ray reflectivity data(d) for samples A, B and C,
the solid lines marked D and R are the curves obtained from DWBA
and recursive formalism, respectively.

tivity can be expressed as the Fourier transformation of
the derivative of the electron density profile(EDP)
(r9(z)sdr(z)ydz) by w14,15x

` 21
R(q)sR (q) r9(z)exp(iqz) (5)F |) )r` y`

wherer andR (q) are the electron density and Fresnel` F

reflectivity of the substrate, respectively. From Eq.(5)
we can easily obtain the auto-correlation function of the
derivative of the density profile by taking Fourier
transform of the ratio of reflectivity data andR (q), i.e.F

`

w xACF r9(z) s r9(t)r9(tyz)dt|
y`

` R(q)
sconst exp(yiqz)dz (6)| R (q)y` F

The peaks in the Fourier spectrum indicate the layer
thickness involved. In this scheme, one tries to obtain
the actual EDP as a function of depth normal to the
film from the initial guess model. The guess is made
using the layer thickness of the film obtained from the
Fourier spectrum and the AED value of the film from
the value of q . From Eq. (5), one can obtain thec

reflectivity profile R (q) from the derivative of the EDPm

of the model(r9 (z)). The experimental data we denotem

by R (q). By taking its ratio with R (q), one cane m

express the actual derivative of EDP(r 9(z)) as w10,11xe

w z
R (q)ey1 w xr9 (z)sF x F r9 (z) | (7)e myR (q)y ~m

In the above expression F and F are the forwardy1

and inverse Fourier transform pair. In analyzing the
reflectivity data, an iterative procedure is carried out
with Eq. (7) where we initially use a model profile
r (z) to generate a profileR (q) and hence obtain them m

r9 (z). The model reflectivity profileR (q) for the nexte m

iteration is now calculated by settingr (z) equal tom

r (z) of the previous iteration. Continuing
w z

s dzr9 zx |Ž .e e|
y ~

the iteration, the model EDP will slowly converge to
the actual EDP. It converges because the information
regarding the actual experimental peak position ofr9 (z)e

is contained in F w6R (q)x, which is convoluted withy1
e

two other functions F w1y6R (q)x and r9 (z). Withy1
m m

successive iteration,R (q) should tend towardsR (q)m e

since r (z) gets modified and the procedure shouldm

converge to the actual peak position ofr9 (z), providede

the model is within the radius of convergence of the
experimental profile. In practice, the refinement of the

density profile is obtained by selecting a window of the
size of the film thickness that is of our interest, and in
all iteration only this window size is considered.

3. Systems studied

3.1. Ultra-thin film of TiN

TiN thin films are commonly used as diffusion barrier
and adhesion layer in integrated circuit devicesw16x.
Ultra-thin films of TiN have been deposited by metal-
organic CVD fromtetrakis-dimethylamino-titanium pre-
cursor on silicon wafers covered by native oxide. The
deposition time was 10 s and a thickness of 100 A is˚
measured by ellipsometry. The as-deposited samples
were then plasma-treated in NyH atmosphere at RFs2 2

750 W for 10, 20 and 40 s and labeled as sample A, B
and C, respectively. Specular and off-specular X-ray
reflectivity data were collected using laboratory X-ray
source(Philips diffractometer) of wavelength 1.5419 A.˚
The off-specular intensity from all samples was found
to be very small having values close to background
count. The analysis schemes mentioned above are for
‘true specular’ reflectivity data. The ‘true specular’
reflectivity data are obtained by subtracting the off-
specular contribution from the experimental specular
reflectivity data or one has to add the background X-
ray counts to the calculated reflectivity curve during
analysis. In Fig. 1 we have shown the X-ray reflectivity
data for the plasma-treated samples. The best reflectivity
fit is shown as a solid line and is labeled as R for the
fit obtained using three boxes by recursive method and
labeled as D for the fit obtained by the DWBA formal-
ism (Note: The number of boxes considered in the
recursive method does not mean that the film consists
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Fig. 2. EDP obtained from the DWBA(shown as symbols) and the
recursive formalism(shown as lines) for samples A(cross), B (tri-
angles) and C(circles). Inset: It shows the same EDP along with the
electron density value as histograms to compare the EDP with the
actual electron density values obtained from the recursive formalism
for samples A(solid), B (dash) and C(dash dot dot).

of that many layers. It only provides a model to obtain
the EDP of the film). In the inset of Fig. 2 we show
the electron density values for each of the layers as
histograms. The EDP is easily derived from the fit
parameters. Since drydz at each interface was consid-
ered to have a Gaussian form, the EDPr(z) is repre-
sented by a series of error functions shown as smooth
lines in the inset of Fig. 2. In the case of DWBA
method, the thickness of each layer was fixed to 4 A˚
and 25, 21 and 20 numbers of layers were considered
resulting to 96, 80 and 76 A for sample A, B and C,˚
respectively, as the total range of analysis. One generally
takes in the DWBA scheme the range larger than the
nominal total thickness of the film to make sure that
some portion of the substrate is included in the analysis.
The EDP that is obtained in this calculation does not
depend on a priori model of the film and is therefore
model-independent. The EDP obtained by this formalism
is shown as symbols in Fig. 2. We observe from Fig. 2
that the EDP obtained from the recursive formalism and
that from the DWBA formalism more or less fall on
each other.

At a closer look in the inset of Fig. 2 one can see
from the histograms that the samples A and B exhibit
larger values of the electron density for the layer
adjacent to the substrate. Convolution with an error
functional form of interfacial roughness whose width is
determined by the value ofs, and due to its larger
value, results in lowering of the electron density. This
is a direct consequence of a large value ofs obtained
from the fit. We would like to stress here that the EDP

obtained after the convolution is a more meaningful
quantity than just the electron density value and its
respective thickness for each of the layers. It is interest-
ing to point out thats values can be very large and its
value can be close to that of layer thickness as was
shown earlierw17x. This is so because in Eq.(1) kn

appears as a product with thicknessd and the interfacialn

roughnesss and for fitting this cannot be separatedn

out. Also, when one uses non-linear least square fitting
technique to obtain the fit parameters, one generally
obtains non-unique solutions and one has to choose
from it the best fit parameters that appear more physical.
Whereas, if one compares the EDP obtained from the
recursive formalism with the parameters obtained from
DWBA, one can to certain extent be more confident
about the EDP even though we know one cannot be
absolutely certain about the EDP obtained from the
above two formalisms as we lose the phase information
during the measurement of reflectivity. As mentioned in
Section 2.2 that in DWBA one starts the fitting with
Dr s0 and for small variation in the electron densityi

value from the average value ofr , the fit parameters0

‘Dr ’ converges to solution quickly as all the values arei

of the same order and one need not bother about the
interfacial roughness to get the correct EDP in contrast
to recursive formalism. From Fig. 2 we observe that the
film thickness on plasma treatment reduces to;80,
;70 and;60 A for sample A, B and C, respectively.˚
These values are obtained from the position of the depth
where the value of the electron density approaches the
value of the Si substrate. The airyfilm and filmysubstrate
interfaces are not very sharp and the interface can be
considered to be diffuse. We also observe that the
electron density of the film increases with the plasma
processing. The reduction of the film thickness as a
function of plasma processing is due to the plasma
etching. The carbon present in CVD film gives rise to
complex polymeric structures of low density with
embedded TiN clusters. The removal of carbon during
plasma treatment causes TiN clusters to form a compact
TiN film resulting in an increase in the electron density.

3.2. Ultra-thin oxynitride films

Dielectric films of oxynitride have replaced pure
silicon oxide films as gate and tunnel oxide films in the
ultra-large scale integrated technology because of its
superior properties in terms of boron barrier, resistance
to electrical stress and higher dielectric strength. The
exact mechanism of the role of nitrogen in inhibiting
boron diffusion is not completely clarified. The most
interesting aspect is that the nitrogen places itself at the
interface of SiOySi independent of how it has been2

introduced by either NO or N O, and also independent2

on the condition of preparation. Characterization of
nitrogen distribution in oxynitride thin films is becoming
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Fig. 3. Specular X-ray reflectivity data(d) of a SiO film nitraded2

in NO atmosphere to form an oxynitride film, the solid lines are the
fit obtained by recursive formalism(R), using DWBA formalism
(DWBA) and Fourier inversion technique based on BA.

Fig. 4. EDP obtained using recursive formalism(solid line), DWBA
(triangles) and BA (circles).

a very challenging task, given the extreme low thickness
used in today’s technology. The structural and chemical
characterization of the oxynitride film has been carried
out using the reflectivity technique. Here we would
describe X-ray reflectivity analysis of an ultra-thin
oxynitride film, grown from 3.5-nm wet oxides, by
nitridation in NO atmosphere. Similarly, as in the above
case the longitudinal specular and off-specular data were
collected for GIXR measurement using laboratory X-ray
source of wavelength 1.5419 A, the off-specular inten-˚
sity was found to be very small having the value close
to background counts. Here we would like to compare
the BA with DWBA and recursive formalism.

In Fig. 3 we show specular X-ray reflectivity for an
ultra-thin oxynitride film. First we shall analyze the
reflectivity data using the recursive formalism to obtain
the EDP of the film as a function of depth. We assumed

that the total film on the substrate consisted of mainly
three layers, i.e. the top surface layer, the bulk oxide
layer and a transition layer at the filmysubstrate inter-
face. Using a three layer model we obtain the EDP from
the recursive formalism as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4
we have shown the EDP as a smooth solid line. We
observe an increase of electron density in the transition
layer at the interface of filmysubstrate. This increase of
electron density at the interface of SiOySi has been2

attributed to the accumulation of N as this was observed
using secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis
described in Ref.w18x.

For the above sample we have also carried out the
X-ray reflectivity analysis using a model-independent
approach in the framework of DWBA and Fourier
inverse technique based on BA. On the basis of the
above two techniques, the reflectivity curves obtained
are shown in Fig. 3. All of the three reflectivity curves
obtained by the above three formalism fits the experi-
mental data quite well. The EDP obtained from the
above two formalisms are shown in Fig. 4 as symbols.
Both formalisms give the same result, i.e. the EDP falls
on each other. In Fig. 4 we have also compared the
EDPs obtained from recursive formalism with that from
DWBA and BA. The shoulder obtained from the recur-
sive formalism at the surface of the film marked by an
arrow was also obtained from the DWBA and BA
formalisms. As mentioned earlier we can have better
confidence about the EDP if all the above formalisms
give similar EDP. Thus, we could say that one can reach
a realistic solution for an ultra-thin film containing small
variation in the EDP if one can compare the EDP with
each of the above-mentioned methods.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that if an ultra-thin film consists of
gradual variation in electron density as a function of
depth, then one can fit the reflectivity profile using
recursive formalism considering several layers and eval-
uating the EDP from the fit parameters. Since one can
obtain various non-unique solutions that fit the reflectiv-
ity data, it becomes very important to obtain the EDP
using the DWBA formalism and the BA. The DWBA
formalism is based on non-linear least square fitting,
whereas BA is based on an iterative method. By consid-
ering and comparing the EDP obtained from all the
three methods, one can guess the structure of the system
as a function of depth. We have also shown that to
obtain gradual variation in the electron density as a
function of depth we can introduce virtual layers. The
thickness, electron density and the interfacial roughness
individually may not have any significant meaning but
the layers are just introduced to extract the right EDP
as a function of depth, which is a more meaningful
quantity.
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